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Fast
When a technician is working on the roof of the
library, the last thing he or she needs is a time-

Modules

consuming trip to the planroom to find more

Buildings

information. ARC Facilities provides instant access

Equipment

right on the technician’s phone.

Emergency

Simple

Compliance

to equipment details, O&Ms, shutoffs and As-Builts

We’ve replaced complexity with simplicity so tasks
that used to take hours can now be accomplished
in seconds. Imagine how complicated things
become when a contractor is given the wrong
As-Builts for a renovation project. With ARC,
finding the right As-Builts is as simple as looking
at a map and tapping the screen.

Smart
Our artificial intelligence (AI)-powered technology
is genuinely smart. Running in the cloud, it
knows how to extract intelligence from your
legacy documents and building drawings. It then
organizes your information so anyone can quickly
and easily find exactly what they need.
arcfacilities.com

Focus on Education

One Platform, Four Modules
ARC Facilities is a game-changer for facilities professionals. Unlike legacy
systems, our solution is optimized for mobility, speed and simplicity. We use
AI and machine learning to extract intelligence from building, equipment,
emergency and compliance documents so anyone can find what they need.
It’s lightning-fast and as easy-to-use as any of your favorite apps.

ARC Buildings
Instantly access building information including plans,
As-Builts and shutoff locations. Eliminate wasted time
searching planrooms, computers and network drives.

ARC Equipment
Use interactive maps to instantly locate equipment in
a building or on a campus. Technicians access O&Ms,
photos, service logs, and more to quickly complete
maintenance and repairs.

ARC Emergency
Emergency situations develop suddenly and escalate
Interactive maps identify where
shutoffs are physically located.
Teams can respond quickly and

quickly. Instantly access critical building, life safety,
and equipment information to minimize damage and
protect lives.

safely to prevent damage or
personal injury.

ARC Compliance
Intelligently manage and prepare for your next
compliance survey with instant access to your
Environment of Care, Life Safety and Emergency
Management documentation.
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